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$1. INTRODUCTION 
SPHERES7 
LET R”, Sm-’ denote m-dimensional Euclidean space and the unit (m - 1) sphere. Write 
S” x D”+i for {x,, . . ..xZn+ilx ES*“+~ and 5~: 2 l/2}, D”+l x s” for (x9, . . . . .‘i3n+ll 
i=O 
XES’“+’ and 2x: I l/2}, and s” x S” for {x0, ...,-Y~~+~\xES~“~~ and 5 .Y; = l/2}. 
i=O i=O 
S2”” is the space obtained by identifying the boundary of S” x Dnfl with the boundary 
of D”+’ x S” by means of the identity map. It is known that for n > 1 a given odd dimen- 
sional homotopy sphere Z ‘“‘i is diffeomorphic to the space obtained from the disjoint 
union S” x D”” v D”” x s”, modulo the identification x = j$ where x E Bd(S” x Dnf ‘) 
and f: Bd(S” x D”“) + Bd(D”+’ x S”) is a diffeomorphism. When regarded as a map of 
S” x S” onto itself,fmay be taken as the identity outside a 2n-cell of S” x S”. 
Now suppose that A: R’“+’ --) R”‘+’ . IS the antipodal map, Ax = - x; then A preserves 
SnC1, s” x Pfi, D”+’ x S” and S” x s”. We obtain homotopy spheres with free involu- 
tions acting on them, by imposing the condition that the diffeomorphism f above should 
commute with A on S” x S”. Note that the identification space, s” x D”+l vf D”” x s”, 
admits a free involution, whether or not it is a homotopy sphere. In this paper we shall 
prove the following theorem: any free involution on an odd dimensional homotopy sphere 
X2”+‘, n 2 3, is equivufent o one ofthe type just described. Here two smooth, free involutions 
T and T’ are equivalent, if there exists a diffeomorphism h: CZnfl + X2”+’ with 122” = T’h. 
An analogous theorem is true for homotopy spheres of dimension 4n + 3 with “free invo- 
lution” replaced by “free Z,-action”, and A replaced by the action defining the lens space 
L4”+3 (3; 1, . ..) 1). We shall give the detailed argument for Z,, and then indicate how it 
goes through almost without change for Z3. 
The chief defect of our theorem is that we are unable to impose any restrictions on the 
A-equivariant diffeomorphism f, other than the obvious one that f* be well-behaved on 
homology. (This is necessary for a homotopy sphere.) It would for example be useful to 
know that f can be taken as the identity outside some prescribed subset of S” x S”. 
The authors would like to thank Peter Kahn for his help and criticism during many a 
conversation at the time of preparation of this paper. 
t Both authors were partially supported during this work by NSF aant GP-6556. 
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St. INVARIA\T n-SPHERES IX x*“+l 
Let n: x2”+’ -+ Qz”+l be the double covering obtained by identifying points of Zzncl 
which correspond under an involution T. According to Olum [7] quotients of homotopy 
spheres with respect to free finite group actions are classified up to homotopy type by the 
group and the first k-invariant. In our case therefore there is a homotopy equivalence, 
which we may suppose is smooth, f: P”‘+l -+ Q2”+‘. Here P*“” denotes S2”“/A, real 
projective space, and f lifts to an equivariant covering map J (S’“’ ‘, A) -+ (X2nf1, T). Let 
i: P” -+ P*“+’ be the inclusion map for the standard n-dimensional projective subspace. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a smooth homotopy equivalence g: P**‘l I, Q2”” szrch that gi 
imbeds P” smoothly in Q”‘+‘. 
Proof. Since the codimension is (n + l), flP” is homotopic to an imbedding. Now 
use the homotopy extension principle and smooth. We now consider tubular neighbour- 
hoods of P” in Q*“+r. By Lemma 1 we have a commutative diagram of smooth maps, 
i 
s”-S 
2il+1 ,z2n+l 9 
I 
2 I i i pzn+1 , 9 ;*n+,, 
where g, g are homotopy equivalences, i, i are inclusions, and the compositions gi, Qi are 
imbeddings. 
LEMMA 2. The normal bundle of iP” in P2”‘l is isomorphic to the image under g! of the 
normal bundle ofgiP” in Q2”‘l. 
Proof. Let tp and rQ denote the tangent bundles of P and Q. By Theorez 3.6 in [2] 
g!sa and rp are j-equivalent, and in [l] Adams has proved that the projection KO(P2”f’) -+ 
J(P “‘+I) is an isomorphism. Hence gira and 7p are stably equivalent, or there exists a 
bundle isomorphism 
Identifying iP” with P” we may write (giTa 0 E~)IP” G (7p 0 &‘)jP”, and since glP” is an 
imbedding, (g[P”)!s,lgP” is s-equivalent to TRIP”. Therefore, since the induced map com- 
mutes with the Whitney sum, 
zpn @ g!vspm is stably equivalent to ~~~ @ vp,, .
By adding a stable inverse for 7p. to both sides, and noting that for dimensional reasons 
the stable equivalence of the normal bundles implies their equivalence, we see that 
gi\$p” z VP”. By lifting this equivalence of normal bundles to the double cover we see that 
there is an equivariant imbedding 
h : (S” x D”+l, A) -+ (Z:““, T). 
Again for dimensional reasons, see Haefliger [4], the image solid torus is unknotted. 
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$3. THE ACTION ON THE COhlJ?LE,MEXTARY TORUS 
Consider (s” x Dnfl, A) + X2”+’ ; (P’i 
the right hand torus by U= ire1 
x S”, U), where we define an involution on 
Tk’. Both h and k’ are equivariant imbeddings, and the 
A-invariant diagonal sphere in S” x S” on the left-hand side is mapped by k’-‘h]S” x S” 
onto a U-invariant sphere .Si on the right. (Note that on the boundary of Dnfl x S”, 
U is equivalent to A.) Equivariantly collar S” x S” in (D”+ ’ x S”, U), see Theorem 21.2 [3], 
and push S: a little way inside the boundary. By a second application of Lemma 2, or by 
explicit construction, U is equivalent to A on a tubuiar neighbourhood N of this interior 
copy of Si. Interpreted in the base space (D”+’ x s” - fi)/U is an h-cobordism between 
two copies of a manifold diffeomorphic to S” x F/A. Since the Whitehead group of Z, is 
zero, the h-cobordism is an s-cobordism, and hence by the s-cobordism theorem, proved 
in [6] for example, diffeomorphic to (S” x .!?/A) x I. Therefore U can be taken as being 
equivalent to A via a diffeomorphism I: D”+’ x S” --+ Dnf ’ x s”, and we have decomposed 
(E ‘“+l, r) as 
(S” x D”+l, A) 7 (.P”+i, T&--&D”+’ x S”, A). 
We will now show that this decomposition of (Z’“+‘, r) as the union of solid tori is almost 
unique. Suppose that we are given two distinct decompositions, 
(S” x D”+ r, A) 1: (X2n+ ‘, T) 2 (,‘+l x S”, A), i = 1,2. 
Define fi: S” x S”+ S” x S” by fi = (k,-‘h,)lS” x S”, i = 1,2. It is clear that CZn+’ is 
equivariantly diffeomorphic to S” x D”+l u ,-lDnfl x S”. Observe that h,, h,: S” x 0 + 
~alfl are equivariantly homotopic imbeddings, since both are lifted classifying maps for 
P” inQ2”+ ‘. Hence by [4] again, h,(S” x 0) and h2(S” x 0) are equivariantly isotopic by a 
global isotopy. [Work with ordinary homotopy and isotopy in the quotient spaces P” x D 
and Qzn+‘, and then lift.] By the tubular neighbourhood theorem [8], there is a further 
equivariant isotopy of X2”+’ such that, after composing with the first isotopy, there is an 
equivariant diffeomorphism r: C2”+l + C2n+1 with H = hi’rh,, an equivariant bundle map. 
If we write 
K = k;‘r-‘k,: Dnfl x S”+ D”+’ x S”, 
we note that k, = r - ’ k2 K - I, and hence that 
f, = k;‘h, = Kky’rh, = Kk;‘h,H= Kf2H. 
Hence any two equivariant diffeomorphisms fi, j2 : S” x S” --P S” x S” determined by 
P 2nt1, T)are related by an equation fl = Kf2H, where K extends equivariantly to all of 
D “+’ x s”, and H extends equivariantly to all of S” x D”+l. 
Definition. Two equivariant diffeomorphisms f and g of (S” x s”, A) are equivalent if 
there exist equivariant diffeomorphisms H: (S” x D”+‘, A) + (S” x D”+‘, A) and K: 
(D”+’ x S”, A) -? (D”+’ x S”, A) such that, when we restrict attention to the boundary, 
g = KfH. 
Having shown that, with this definition of diffeomorphism equivalence, the (h, k) 
decomposition of (X2”+ ‘, T) is well-defined, we can state our result as 
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THEOREM 1. Let n 2 3.T There is a (l-l) correspondence between the set of d$eomor- 
phism classes of fake projectice spaces Qzn+’ and equicalence classes of A-equicariant rliffeo- 
morphisms of S” x S”, rrhich define homotopy spheres. 
Remark. It is clear that equivalent diffeomorphisms define diffeomorphic fake pro- 
jective spaces. 
$4. FREE Z,-ACTIONS 
Since we are interested in imbedding L”(3; 1, . . . . 1) in Qzn+l, n has to be odd, that is 
we must restrict attention to dimensions 4n -I- 3. Lemma 1 goes through unchanged, 
because if we neglect orientation, Q4”‘3 has the same k-invariant as L4”f3(3; 1, . . . . l), and 
hence the same homotopy type. The proof of Lemma 2 is also unchanged, because 
m(L4”+3(3; 1, . ..) 1)) is isomorphic to j(L4”+j (3 ; 1, . . ., 1)). This fact can either be seen 
by direct computation with the operations $k, or as a special case of a more general theorem 
about the functor J on lens spaces in [5]. Since the action on S4n+3 which defines 
~~“‘~(3; 1, . . . . 1) reduces to the diagonal action on SZnfl x Szn+‘, the diagonal sphere 
SznC1 is again invariant. i\ The Whitehead group of 2, is trivial, hence we can make the 
action of 2, on the complementary torus (Dn+’ x S”) standard as above. Similar con- 
siderations to those at the end of the last paragraph show that this decomposition of 
z4”+ 3 is well-defined, module equivalence of diffeomorphisms. 
The argument breaks down completely for prime numbxs p greater then or equal to 
five. The most serious stumbling block seems to be that KO(L4”+3) + j(L4”‘3) is no longer 
an isomorphism, and hence the group action can no longer be standardized in the neigh- 
bourhood of an imbedded Lznil (p). Hence there seems to be no way of canonically 
choosing an invariant sphere in Bd(s” x D"+l), which can be “pushed over” into the 
complementary torus. Furthermore, even if such a sphere could be chosen, the action in 
the complementary torus could only be described up to an h-cobordism, dependent upon 
an element in Wh(Z,). 
f The authors are grateful to the referee for observing that the “half-open” h-cobordism theorem in 
dimension 5 implies that (c’, T) can be written as the disjoint union of (S’ x D3, A) and (R-’ x S*, A). 
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